Scan this QR Code with your smartphone to
see a sample LDC task on the Standards
Aligned System (SAS) portal and view a short
video.

Competency

Participants will…
Identify components of the LDC framework.
Understand and articulate the relationships
among the PaCLP, the Common Core State
Standards, and LDC.

Competency

Competency

Evidence of Learning
Participate in workshop activities (e.g.,
discussion, quick writes) and complete a
pre/post survey.

Develop an LDC task for use in their discipline.
Evidence of Learning
Develop an LDC task using the
participant’s content materials and
standards, meeting the requirements
outlined in the LDC Guidebook.

Score student work using the LDC analytic rubric.

Evidence of Learning
Score student work by consensus reflecting
an acceptable level of inter-rater reliability
(difference between scores per category
no greater than .5).

KtO identifies variability in literacy environments
as a gap area in the Commonwealth and outlines
an ambitious agenda for the improvement of
learning outcomes in Pennsylvania. The Literacy
Design Collaborative (LDC) provides practical
supports and common tools to help develop
high quality assignments, instructional modules
and courses, which will increase college and
career readiness.
The assignments, known as tasks, require
students to read, analyze, and comprehend texts
and media related to essential discipline–specific
content and then write arguments, explanations,
or narratives in the subjects they are studying.

Sample Argumentative/Analysis Template:
After researching academic and technical articles
on the use of pesticides in agriculture write a
speech that argues your position, pro or con,
on its use in managing crop production. Support
your position with evidence from your reading.
L2. Be sure to examine competing views. L3.
Give examples from past or current events or
issues to illustrate and clarify your position.

A collection of PA teacher designed LDC
tasks are posted on the Standards Aligned
System (SAS) portal. After logging on to SAS
at http://www.pdesas.org, users can access
a list of available tasks representing a variety
of topics ranging from nuclear power to the
Great Depression in the Materials and
Resources tab by searching using the
keyword LDC.
All tasks include the necessary resources,
instructional strategies, and rubrics to
evaluate student work. Many of the posted
tasks are supported by actual student
writing samples annotated to provide
models from which classroom teachers can
benchmark the quality of their own
students’ work.

Keystones to
Opportunity:
Pennsylvania’s Vision for
Sustainable Growth in Reading
Achievement

A Shared Vision:
All students in Pennsylvania from birth
through Grade 12 will become welleducated citizens with a command of
literacy that prepares them for the
challenges of the 21st century and
enables them to achieve their personal
and professional goals.



LDC provides a structure for teaching
towards the Common Core while
encouraging local choice and
flexibility.



LDC provides Argumentative,
Informational/Explanatory and
Narrative task templates and rubrics
aligned to the Common Core.



LDC helps teachers develop relevant and
rigorous text dependent questions,
which require student analysis and
synthesis of subject area content.

A Common Emphasis on:







Disciplinary Literacy (PaCLP, p.98)
High Expectations
Engagement
Shared Responsibility for Literacy
Differentiation
Evidence–Based Decision Making



LDC requires the use of complex texts
including seminal documents, print and
digital resources.



LDC improves student research and
writing skills within each discipline.

This project was funded 100% from Federal Striving
Readers Comprehensive Literacy Discretionary Funds
through the Pennsylvania Department of
Education. Pennsylvania received 38.6 million dollars in
fiscal year 2011 to develop and implement literacy
improvement Birth through Grade 12.
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